Both microbes and multicellular organisms actively regulate their cell fate determination to cope with changing environments or to ensure proper development. Here, we use synthetic biology approaches to engineer bistable gene networks to demonstrate that stochastic and permanent cell fate determination can be achieved through initializing gene regulatory networks (GRNs) at the boundary between dynamic attractors. We realize this experimentally by linking a synthetic GRN to a natural output of galactose metabolism regulation in yeast. Combining mathematical modeling and flow cytometry, we show that our engineered systems are bistable and that inherent gene expression stochasticity does not induce spontaneous state transitioning at steady state. Mathematical analysis predicts that stochastic cell fate determination in this case can only be realized when gene expression fluctuation occurs on or near attractor basin boundaries (the points of instability). Guided by numerical simulations, experiments are designed and performed with quantitatively diverse gene networks to test model predictions, which are verified by both flow cytometry and singlecell microscopy. By interfacing rationally designed synthetic GRNs with background gene regulation mechanisms, this work investigates intricate properties of networks that illuminate possible regulatory mechanisms for cell differentiation and development that can be initiated from points of instability.
Both microbes and multicellular organisms actively regulate their cell fate determination to cope with changing environments or to ensure proper development. Here, we use synthetic biology approaches to engineer bistable gene networks to demonstrate that stochastic and permanent cell fate determination can be achieved through initializing gene regulatory networks (GRNs) at the boundary between dynamic attractors. We realize this experimentally by linking a synthetic GRN to a natural output of galactose metabolism regulation in yeast. Combining mathematical modeling and flow cytometry, we show that our engineered systems are bistable and that inherent gene expression stochasticity does not induce spontaneous state transitioning at steady state. Mathematical analysis predicts that stochastic cell fate determination in this case can only be realized when gene expression fluctuation occurs on or near attractor basin boundaries (the points of instability). Guided by numerical simulations, experiments are designed and performed with quantitatively diverse gene networks to test model predictions, which are verified by both flow cytometry and singlecell microscopy. By interfacing rationally designed synthetic GRNs with background gene regulation mechanisms, this work investigates intricate properties of networks that illuminate possible regulatory mechanisms for cell differentiation and development that can be initiated from points of instability. B istability and the binary decision making it imparts have been widely observed and hypothesized as one of the possible mechanisms for cell fate determination (1) (2) (3) . Previous studies of bistable systems have attributed this binary decision making to either (i) random and reversible state transitioning [i.e., cells spontaneously and randomly switching back and forth between two states without environmental perturbations (4-7)] or (ii) deterministic and irreversible state transitioning [i.e., cells uniformly and irreversibly choosing one of two states in response to external signals (8) (9) (10) ]. Few mechanisms, however, have been proposed to explain the scenario of random and yet irreversible cell fate determination, which is commonly seen in development and cell differentiation. Recent studies (11) (12) (13) show examples of stochastic and irreversible cell differentiation in multicellular organisms, and they have identified that the central regulatory motif driving these stochastic differentiations is a mutual inhibitory gene regulatory network (GRN), a common topological module that can generate bistability. However, with neither fluctuating environmental cues nor spontaneous state transitioning identified in these cases, an understanding of how cells differentiate stochastically and irreversibly into distinct subpopulations remains elusive, especially when under the tight control of GRNs.
Synthetic gene networks provide an effective platform with which to probe the otherwise intractable properties of common network motifs and to uncover novel mechanisms for counterintuitive observations (14) . Such investigations are impossible in their natural settings, where the complex interconnectivity of native GRNs acts as a major barrier to detailed analysis. Synthetic gene networks, on the other hand, are rationally designed and constructed to realize core topological modules of GRN in vivo without interference from auxiliary connections. They can therefore be studied in isolation to greater detail and reveal novel insights into the design and working of biological systems and processes (15) , such as gene expression noise (4, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) , multistability (8, 10, 22) , oscillations (23) (24) (25) (26) , intracellular signaling (27, 28) , intercellular communications (29, 30) , and multicellular pattern formation (31, 32) .
In a demonstration of how a GRN can be used to investigate an intricate network property, we use synthetic biology approaches here to explore possible mechanisms for stochastic and irreversible cell fate determinations in a multistable system. First, we combined experimental characterization and mathematical modeling to calibrate dynamic parameters of three different mutual inhibitory gene networks constructed using our previously developed promoter library approach (8) . With the aim of initializing the cell population on the basin boundary, we used the natural regulation machinery for galactose metabolism in yeast to shut off the synthesis of all proteins completely in the synthetic network in glucose-supplemented media, and hence to initialize the system close to the basin boundary. The predicted stochastic differentiation was then experimentally verified in all three gene networks by moving the cells, after initial growth to steady state in glucosesupplemented media, to galactose-supplemented media with the Tn10.B tetracycline repressor (TetR) inhibitor anhydrotetracycline (ATc) to ensure bistability.
Results
Bistable Regions Located by Showing Hysteresis. Each multistable gene network can be viewed as an energy potential landscape with multiple local minima, each representing one specific cellular state [i.e., cell fate (33) ]. Cells operate on these landscapes and eventually settle into one of the minima, choosing their cell fates until they transition to another state in response to a perturbation, signal, or even inherent noise. Which local minimum a cell settles into depends largely on where the cell starts its growth on this landscape (i.e., its initial conditions). Typically when inherent noise is not too strong, such cell fate determination is fairly predictable and deterministic, depending on initial conditions (green and red circles in Fig. 1A) . However, when the initial conditions happen to be on the boundary between local minima, the eventual outcome of the cell could become stochastic, regardless of how weak the inherent noise is. This is analogous to uncertain marble movements when placed on the top of the barrier between two local minima (black circle in Fig. 1A ). Such physical intuition has not, however, been observed or realized in either natural or engineered biological systems. To investigate the possibility of initial condition-dependent random cell fate determination, we chose to use the simplest multistable biological systems, bistable gene networks, to test this hypothesis in cells. Based on our previous work in an engineered yeast GRN with a mutual inhibitory motif (8) , three modified versions were constructed with both yeast-enhanced green fluorescent protein (yEGFP) and mCherry red fluorescent protein as reporters for Lac inhibitor (LacI) and TetR ( Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). To verify bistability and determine the optimal dosage of inducer for balanced steady states, we first tested the gene network constructed using the previously described TX and LX synthetic promoters (8), which we called TXLX. In this synthetic gene network, the repressors TetR and LacI inhibit the expression of each other by binding to their corresponding operator sites, TetR operator (Otet) and LacI operator (Olac), placed within engineered GAL1 promoters (8) . The promoters were chosen from our previously generated promoter library (8) . In this library, a GAL1 promoter with an Otet operator site (labeled TX) was engineered to form the foundation of 20 variants (labeled T1 to T20). Similarly, a library of LacI-controlled promoters (labeled LX and L1 to L20) was also engineered. All these promoters can be regulated by corresponding repressors and only differ in their maximal expression levels and leakage under repression. The choices of promoter combinations therefore fully determine network characteristics. As readouts, fluorescent protein reporters are under control of TX and LX promoters for all three strains tested so that they can track LacI and TetR dynamics and also generate strong signals.
Two sets of experiments were designed to demonstrate that the system is capable of hysteresis, an indicator of bistability (5, 10). Because we previously showed that the networks exhibit the default state of TetR ON (GFP OFF) (8) , where isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside has no effect at steady state, we chose ATc inductions here as the method for tuning parameters to probe the system's bistability region. TXLX cultures treated with full ATc induction (250 ng/mL) in galactose-supplemented media for 48 h were rediluted into media containing 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 50, 100, and 250 ng/mL ATc. Using flow cytometry, measurements of yEGFP were taken after the fluorescence levels became stable in each condition (diamonds in Fig. 1D ; experimental details are provided in SI Appendix). It can be seen that full ATc induction successfully tilts the balance toward LacI and produced LacIdominant cell cultures (high yEGFP expression). It is also clearly demonstrated that the cultures remain LacI-dominant after growth in media with the ATc concentration as low as 4 ng/mL but fail to maintain the state with 0 and 2 ng/mL ATc induction. Meanwhile, similar experiments were also carried out for cultures treated with no ATc induction for 48 h. Cells were also rediluted into media containing various doses of ATc, and yEGFP expression was measured (circles in Fig. 1D ). It can be seen that with no ATc induction, the gene network is TetR-dominant (low yEGFP expression). Even with increased doses of ATc induction, cell cultures with up to 10 ng/mL ATc induction remain low in yEGFP expression, and only demonstrate increased yEGFP expression with greater than 10 ng/mL ATc induction. Taken together, it can be seen that with ATc induction between ∼3 and 13 ng/mL, the gene network responds to ATc inductions in an initial conditiondependent fashion, demonstrating hysteresis, and hence verifying bistability (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). Experimental data were used by the mathematical model to calibrate parameters to locate the bistable region accurately (blue cross and red dots in Fig. 1C ; details about parameter fitting are provided in SI Appendix, Section II). This fully quantitative description of our gene networks makes it possible to predict bistable regions for other gene networks. Using calibrated parameters and only adjusting promoter strengths to reflect different constructs, bistable regions are predicted for network T18LX (green dots in Fig. 1C and green shaded area in Fig. 1E ) and network T7L18 (green dots in Fig. 1C and green shaded area in Fig. 1F ). To test the accuracy of model predictions, similar experiments were conducted to test hysteresis and to locate bistable regions for both constructs. As illustrated in Fig. 1E , the construct of T18LX shows a bistable region approximately between 30 and 150 ng/mL ATc, whereas the construct of T7L18 shows a bistable region approximately between 0.6 and 4 ng/mL ATc (Fig. 1F) . The fact that both experimental measurements are consistent with model predictions demonstrates the predictive power of our model and also builds a solid foundation for further predictions with gene expression stochasticity taken into account.
Model Predicts Ways to Achieve Stochastic and Irreversible Cell Fate
Determination. With parameters fitted against experimental data, the model is numerically mapped into a quasipotential that directs evolution of protein abundances (Fig. 2A) . The potential at each point is defined as the trajectory length from this point to its final steady state without stochasticity (34) . Analogous to a marble moving in a landscape in response to gravity, protein abundance changes are directed by the vector field (2D visualization is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ), which is different from gravitational forces as explained by Kim and Wang (35) . This map visualizes a more complete picture of a bistable landscape, where the dark blue basin bottoms represent two stable steady states and other regions represent slopes directing the system to the steady states. This saddle-like landscape has one ridge and one valley visualized as white dashed and solid lines, respectively, which are known mathematically as the manifolds of this dynamical system (36) . Although the latitudes on the solid line form a double-well potential as depicted in Fig. 1A , the dashed line is the basin boundary, mathematically termed the separatrix, that divides the landscape into two basins with separate local minima. Cells initialized within each basin should eventually settle into their respective basin bottoms. The intersection of the ridge and valley (marked by a black arrow) corresponds to the barrier tip in Fig. 1A , mathematically known as the unstable steady state (USS) (36). As hypothesized above, cells initialized at the USS could show random cellular state determination even with a minimal level of stochasticity. However, such a specific initial condition is difficult to realize experimentally despite careful parameter calibrations because initialization at this point requires complete and accurate control of protein abundances in a living cell, which is nontrivial to achieve using chemical inductions.
The vector field ensures that trajectories initialized near the ridge will follow it approaching the USS (36). Therefore, we hypothesize that given some stochasticity, cells initialized on or near the separatrix would first approach the USS along the ridge and then diverge randomly to different cellular states. This eliminates the need to be initialized exactly on the USS for stochastic differentiation. To test this hypothesis computationally, the model was expanded to incorporate gene expression stochasticity using the Gillespie algorithm (37) to simulate the temporal dynamics of cellular state determination. It can be seen in Fig. 2A that two isogenic cells (illustrated as two solid lines) starting from the same initial condition (no LacI and no TetR) near the separatrix first follow similar trajectories approaching the USS, then diverge onto distinct trajectories, and finally diverge into different cellular states, two separate local minima colored in dark blue (Fig. 2A) . The coloring of the solid lines represents the changing color of detectable fluorescence reporter signals. After reaching steady state, one cell will emit a strong red fluorescence signal and the other cell will emit a strong green fluorescence signal. This result computationally verified the hypothesis that as A B C Simplified schematics of complete inhibition of GAL1 promoter and upstream activating sequence (UAS)-regulated genes by glucose culturing. (C) After initial growth in glucose (Glu.)-supplemented media to reach log phase, cultures were grown in galactose (Gal.)-supplemented media without ATc induction (pink) and with 250 ng/mL ATc (green) for 48 h before being moved into galactose-supplemented media with 8 ng/mL ATc until steady state. These two cultures showed different levels of fluorescence, suggesting hysteresis, but a similar homogeneous response with a unimodal distribution. Cells moved into the same final condition directly from glucose-supplemented media, however, showed a bimodal distribution (gray curve), suggesting an initially uniform population diverged into two distinct populations with either low-or high-fluorescence output, consistent with stochastic simulation predictions.
long as initial conditions are on or near the separatrix, isogenic cells can randomly settle into different cellular states even with low-level stochasticity.
To study cellular state determination further when initial conditions are not in close proximity to the basin boundary, stochastic simulations were carried out with initial conditions further away from the basin boundaries. From these initial conditions, it is shown that distinct and isogenic cells always settle into the same steady state despite the same model parameters and noise levels (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). This prediction is also consistent with experiments in the hysteresis experiments. Flow cytometry data collected in Fig. 1D all illustrate unimodal distributions, indicating that all cells homogeneously settled into one state (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ).
Experimental Validations Exploit Natural Yeast Metabolism Regulatory
Mechanisms. The challenge of testing our hypothesis is experimental realization of specific initial conditions on the basin boundary. Imperfect regulation by inducers and some leaky expression of all genes in the network when in galactose-supplemented media make it difficult to realize such initial conditions. Here, we chose to use the natural yeast glucose-galactose metabolism switch mechanism to help us achieve the specific initial condition of no LacI and no TetR in the cell, which is (0,0) in Fig. 2A and, based on the model predictions, resides on the basin boundary of the landscape.
The promoter library core to our GRN is based on the GAL1 promoter, which has been characterized extensively by others (38) and has the ability to be tightly inhibited when glucose is present as the only carbon source. In the presence of glucose and the absence of galactose, galactose metabolism in yeast is completely turned off by the natural GAL metabolic regulatory network, which coordinates expression and repression of GAL promoters via upstream activating sequences (Fig. 2B) . For our GRN, glucose strongly represses all promoters and results in no expression of any gene within our engineered network. As experimentally illustrated in SI Appendix, Fig. S11 , expression of yEGFP is fully repressed, comparable to blank control, in the presence of glucose as the only carbon source, with significantly reduced detection of fluorescence compared with when it is repressed in galactosesupplemented media without any ATc. Growing our engineered yeast constructs in glucose-supplemented media therefore essentially places these systems on the (0,0) coordinate of LacI and TetR levels, and this will become a point on the basin boundary when the cells are transitioned into galactose-supplemented media with appropriate ATc induction concentrations.
In addition to galactose in the media, it is shown in Fig. 1D that a specific range of ATc concentrations is needed for our systems to be bistable. Numerical simulations also suggest that the stochastic cell fate determination is the most pronounced (i.e., with the highest possibility of being experimentally realized) when the separatrix divides the whole LacI-TetR space into two basins with roughly equal areas. Such requirements typically can be achieved through tuning of levels of inducers. Therefore, we chose 8 ng/mL as the ATc concentration to test the hypothesis because it is about one-half of the way between the lower and upper bounds of bistability. TXLX cells initially grown in glucose-supplemented media were washed and directly moved into galactose-supplemented media with 8 ng/mL ATc induction. Flow cytometry measurements were taken after 60 h of growth (gray curve in Fig. 2C ). It can be seen that isogenic cells from the same initial conditions formed two distinct populations expressing completely different levels of yEGFP, one with low expression and another with high expression. In comparison, cells grown in galactose-supplemented media with and without ATc induction before being moved into galactose-supplemented media plus 8 ng/mL ATc induction only have homogeneous expression of yEGFP (green and pink histograms in Fig. 2C ), demonstrating the irreversibility of cell fate choices. Prolonged growth for all three strains was also carried out and further verified the permanency of such cell fate decisions (SI Appendix, Fig. S12 ). Despite the same inductions of galactose plus 8 ng/mL ATc for all three samples at the end, cells chose clearly different states depending completely on their initial conditions. Starting from high yEGFP expression, cells will remain in this state; starting from low yEGFP expression, cells will remain in the low state; and starting from the basin boundary, cells will choose the high-or low-expression state stochastically.
To verify that this stochastic cell fate determination is not dependent on the specifics of the gene network, similar experiments were carried out for two other versions of the yeast bistable gene network: T7L18 and T18LX. As suggested by hysteresis experiments and model predictions, 1.5 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL were chosen for T7L18 and T18LX, respectively, as the ATc dosage to form bistable cell fate landscapes. Starting from (0,0) initial conditions realized by growth in glucose-supplemented media, both networks showed well-pronounced bimodal distribution after growth in galactose with the respective ATc dosages (SI Appendix, Fig. S13 ), suggesting stochastic cell fate choices. This verifies that as long as cells are initialized on the basin boundary of a multistable system, stochastic cell fate determination can be robustly demonstrated. In addition, each network was tested with ATc induction outside the bistability region and showed only unimodal distribution (SI Appendix, Fig.  S13 ). This verifies that a proper multistable landscape is also a necessary condition for random cell fate choices. In addition, it can be seen that even with a large abundance of proteins, intracellular stochasticity can be amplified to dictate cell fate due to the nature of initial conditions and the underlying nonlinear system. This complements the common theory of low molecule abundance causing intracellular stochasticity (39) .
Temporal Measurements Further Illustrate Unique Dynamics. To verify further that the evolution of fluorescence signals from our GRNs actually follows the trajectories predicted in Fig. 2A , both flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy measurements were taken at different time points after each strain was moved into galactose-supplemented media. It can be seen that flow cytometry measurements of TXLX at 0 h have very low yEGFP expression (0-h flow cytometry in Fig. 3 and black curve in SI Appendix, Fig. S14 ). This is consistent with the microscopy image showing only background fluorescence (imaging details and parameters are provided in SI Appendix). This time point represents the initial condition of no LacI or TetR expression in our cells. After 12 h of growth in the right media, it can be seen that the whole population of cells show increased yEGFP expression in a homogeneous fashion (12-h flow cytometry in Fig. 3 and green curve in SI Appendix, Fig. S14A ). The microscope image (at 12 h in Fig. 3 ) also illustrates increased signals for both yEGFP and mCherry. Interestingly, many cells emit both green and red fluorescence simultaneously at the single-cell level (labeled by white arrows in Fig. 3 ). These cells show a wide range of fluorescence levels but cannot be grouped into distinct populations. This is also corroborated by the broad but unimodal distribution of flow cytometry data at 12 h. This time point corresponds to the time point in Fig. 2A , where cells are approaching the USS, express an increased amount of both mCherry and yEGFP, and hence result in a homogeneous population. The broad distribution and varied fluorescence levels suggest that cells take different amounts of time to travel from the beginning to the USS due to stochasticity. By the time cells have spent 36 h in the media, the pattern of two populations starts to emerge (36-h flow cytometry in Fig. 3 and blue curve in SI Appendix, Fig. 3 and red curve in SI Appendix, Fig. S14A ). Correspondingly, microscopy imaging also shows that cells express either yEGFP or mCherry strongly in a mutually exclusive fashion. The corroboration between flow cytometry and microscopy measurements further supports our predicted temporal dynamics of cells that were started from the (0,0) initial condition on the basin boundary, namely, the transient nonmonotonic expression of both fluorescent proteins and eventual strong but random expression of either one.
Temporal flow cytometry measurements were also carried out for T18LX and T7L18. Both show a transient increase and then decrease of yEGFP expression of a subpopulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S14 B and C) , verifying that the unique dynamics are not dependent on the strain or network.
Discussion
Combining rational engineering and natural biological regulation, we successfully demonstrate here synthetic stochastic and irreversible cell fate determination in eukaryotic cells. Bistability, stochasticity, and the resulting binary cellular decision making have been extensively studied (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 40, 41) . These studies have illustrated both irreversible and uniform (5, 40, 41) and random yet reversible (6, 39) binary decision making at the single-cell level. However, the case of random and irreversible decision making has not been studied or demonstrated. Guided by stochastic simulations on a nonlinear potential landscape, we experimentally initialized cell cultures on the separatrix of our engineered bistable system and demonstrated stochastic and irreversible binary cellular state determination. Independent cultures grown under the same condition but from different initial conditions showed completely different responses. This illustrates the complexity of dynamics of multistable gene networks when the effects of initial conditions and stochasticity are taken into account, more than just hysteresis.
With a more complete understanding of multistable gene networks, synthetic GRNs can serve as topological prototypes for their natural counterparts and provide novel insights not easily available through the study of natural systems. By demonstrating stochastic and irreversible cell fate determination, we have been able to shed light on the role of stochasticity in cell differentiation (42, 43) . For example, during fruit fly eye development, precursor cells in a specific area of the eye differentiate into cells with two types of photoreceptor and maintain their cell fate. It has also been reported that the differentiation of these photoreceptors is purely stochastic and independent (11) . Recent studies (12, 13) have identified a mutual inhibitory gene regulation motif as the core system driving the stochastic differentiation, but the exact mechanism of the stochastic differentiation is still unknown. The similarities between this natural system and our engineered system, both in terms of observation and underlying GRN, suggest that stochastic and irreversible cellular developments in the fruit fly eye could be due to initialization of cells near basin boundaries of a multistable network. The initialization may well be regulated by a metabolic event, like in our system, or by other mechanisms, such as epigenetics or micro-RNA regulation.
Finally, this work also demonstrates the power of linking synthetic GRNs to the outputs of the host cell's natural GRNs. Much effort in synthetic biology has been focused on using synthetic GRNs to drive natural GRNs toward desired responses (27, 44) . Here, by linking outputs of natural metabolism regulations to synthetic GRNs, we were able to realize an initial condition that is difficult to achieve through engineering alone. Such accurate initiation of the cell culture is the key to our demonstrated stochastic and random cell fate determination. This concept of harvesting natural regulatory machineries to tune synthetic GRNs will greatly increase the quality and quantity of possible perturbations that can be applied to engineered systems, hence making it possible to engineer future biological devices that require more sophisticated and accurate controls. Fig. 3 . Temporal dynamics of random cellular state differentiation demonstrated using both flow cytometry and microscopy imaging. Flow cytometry measurements (histograms) were taken at different time points after TXLX cultures were moved directly into galactose-supplemented media with 8 ng/mL ATc media from glucose-supplemented media. The population gradually increases its fluorescence signal homogeneously until after 36 h, when it starts to differentiate into two distinct populations. This observation is consistent with microscopic images taken at these same time points. After 72 h of growth in galactose-supplemented media with 8 ng/mL ATc induction, cultured cells stably differentiated into two distinct populations, as evidenced by bimodal distribution of flow cytometry results and differently colored cells in microscopic images. (Magnification: 40×.) White arrows in the 12-h microscopy image point to cells significantly expressing both GFP and mCherry.
